
Milk powders, too, have posted decent gains, so much so that some of the lower paying processors are already increasing 
their prices. Whether these increases are sustainable remains to be seen.

More than a few traders simply can’t believe their eyes, and thus don’t think that the bounce will be maintained. However it 
is pretty clear that prices went down too much after lockdown and when panic initially set in, and that market support 
measures such as PSA have helped stabilise what was, then, a sinking ship. Sentiment has shifted markedly, and in the 
dairy market sentiment can be everything.

The drought across Europe is also playing its part. Milk volumes are below expectations already - and before the drought 
really starts to bite. It will certainly help the market stay robust if it continues!

Milk Update from Chris Walkland
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Milk Update from Advanced Nutrition       03.06.20

Commodities Surge and Shrug Off Covid-Blues - for now!

What a turnaround! Nobody expected this, for sure. 
Markets have increased markedly, epitomised by 
the cream price which is back up to the mid £1.35 
and even into the £1.40’s by some accounts! That 
means it’s over its pre-Covid lockdown levels! No 
trader expected such a gain, in such a short period 
of time, least of all when food service businesses 
are nowhere near back to order.

Butter has also increased, and is getting on towards 
its pre lockdown level, but isn’t there yet. It is now at
£2800 to £2900/t, again way higher than would have 
been predicted at the start of lockdown.



Six weeks ago UK farmgate prices based on 
the EU futures were trending towards the 
21.86p level, but they are now at 27.40p, 
which is a change of 5.54p. Factoring NZ 
futures prices puts the current prospects at 
just short of 27p.

UK / EU Real Market Trends

There have been significant increases across nearly all commodities in the main EU countries. The average 
European butter price has increased for six consecutive weeks, and has now crossed €3,000 again, which at 
current exchange rates equates to slightly less than £2,800.

The average SMP price, excluding feed grade, is now over €2,000, which equates to £1,850 at current rates. The 
combination results in an AMPE price of approximately 23.7ppl after an allocation for transport.

EU price prospects climb towards 27p levels
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The GDT Index for the 2nd June auction was very similar to the previous auction, posting a 0.1% improvement. 
Nevertheless, and technically, its two positive auctions in a row now, and there are some green boxes for positivity 
starting to emerge (see box, bottom right). Because Covid struck towards the end of New Zealand’s season they have 
escaped the worst, but it will start up again this month and it will be all eyes on the early season volumes.

The commodities convert into a UK milk price equivalent before transport of around 26.5ppl at current exchange rates, up 
nearly 1p on the previous auction but largely because of currency changes as opposed to any major commodity price 
change.

The combination of GDT + NZ Futures also points to a similar level, with September topping 27p.

All of the trend lines are up, however - another positive in the marketplace!

What do the futures markets say?

The increase in EU futures over the last month shows 
the scale of the increase - they are up 5p when 
looked at over the next six months, to an average of 
27.40p.

New Zealand futures are up 1.2p on the month, and 
settle out at 26.21p, notably now less than EU prices 
for later in the season.

What does the GDT say?
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Peak season came and went in GB with no material processing problems, after milk volume reduction schemes were 
either imposed or requested by some processors. GB continues to under perform last year, with Northern Ireland still 
way ahead. And the volume reduction situation is likely to get worse, too, if the rains don’t come before too long. And 
it’s not just the UK that is affected - the EU is suffering significant drought in the major milk producing states. This is 
likely to provide a positive stimulus to the market to counter the negative one when Private Storage stocks start to be 
removed in Europe.

Disclaimer: The information in the bulletin has been prepared and interpreted using the best and most up to date information available at 
the time, but is subject to change in line the daily movements in the market. It should be used as a guide only.

The majority of companies have held their prices for 
June and some for July, with Meadow Foods being 
the first to increase theirs across all of their major 
milk pools.

Arla remains the highest payer outside of the 
supermarket pools.

The average non-aligned price is estimated to be 
25.84p.

Most milk prices hold through Covid

Peak season comes and goes with few problems
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